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Details of Visit:

Author: big easy
Location 2: Streatham Hill
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 27 Nov 2011 17:00
Duration of Visit: 2
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Sexy Mature Black Busty True GFE Anal Experience
Website: http://www.blackandbusty.co.uk
Phone: 07957929411

The Premises:

streatham hill, house in a quiet road, very private, near the rail station and the main streatham road
- yes, nice area, yes, felt very safe

The Lady:

a mature woman, curvy, very cute, with a lovely, sunny, easy going and welcoming manner - made
me feel instantly as ease, which is very important

The Story:

It?s not easy to find someone who is genuinely into being taken anally for an extended period
(working or other) ? and that?s what I was looking for, a fellow (female) anal enthusiast who would
take my thick girth without wanting to back out after five minutes. So I?ve been really pleased to find
a lady who not only DID take a thoroughly good and extended anal hammering, in every position
possible, but apparently seemed to genuinely enjoy it for virtually the whole two hours I was there.
I arranged the time, discussed my needs/requirements for this particular Sunday eve liaison, was
cheered to hear that anal was not only NOT a ?no-no?, or a resigned and begrudging ?well, OK?,
but in fact seemed to be cheerfully and wholeheartedly welcomed at the other end of the line. She
said she was definitely into it, in advance, then proved to be so, in the flesh. It's an incredible extra
turn on ? when your cock is enthusiastically welcomed up the arse and you sense that the woman is
really enjoying it, not simply enduring it, too. There were NO excuses, no backtracking or
awkwardness, just pure pleasure all the way up her tidy and tight, but just right, back passage.
Gorgeous arse cheeks to look at from behind, lovely smooth skin. And phew, she uses those
internal muscles like NOTHING I?ve ever felt before, she regularly groaned as she employed real
throbbing internal grip. I could cum again now by simply recalling the pleasure, and will definitely
return for a repeat trembler.
A rare find.
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